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A resource to show girls that
science, technology, engineering
and maths open doors to a whole
world of jobs where they can be
happy and successful

A fresh approach to engaging girls
with careers using Science,
Technology, Engineering and Maths.
This revolutionary, research-based
campaign allows girls to understand
their strengths and aptitudes and
engage with inspirational role models
with the same personality types,
pursuing diverse careers in science,
technology, engineering and maths.

“ I thought it was very powerful giving mums
and daughters a framework to discuss
positive personality traits and what they
are capable of achieving in the future. There
was a real buzz in the room when daughters,
mums and role models were discussing
different career options.”
Rosalind Jack Science teacher, Woodkirk Academy – July 2017

“ I enjoyed finding out 		
about jobs that are 		
suited to my
personality”
Schoolgirl attending People Like Me
workshop

A tailored resource for
your company, organisation,
industry or region
WISE can support your organisation to run outreach
that engages more effectively with girls. Through industry,
regional or company specific packs we can tailor the
resource to best suit your needs.
Benefits include:

> Industry, regional or company specific information to 		
introduce your sector, area or organisation to the girls

Industry Sector Packs
People Like Me in:

> Electronics
> Physics
> Digital World

> A tailored resource that can be delivered to girls through
your own outreach teams

> Natural Gas & Oil

> Up to 12 case studies showcasing women from a range of
roles to girls, parents and the wider industry

> Environment

> Up to 100 printed packs and access to print ready files
> People Like Me training

> Construction
> Energy
> Apprenticeships
Company Packs
People Like Me in:

“ Having a personalised resource allows us to
showcase the fantastic women working at
BAM Nuttall. The ready-made resource allows
us to run sessions in
schools with clear lesson 		
plans and guidelines making outreach easier
and more effective.”
Susan Fletcher Skills Manager for
Highways Division, BAM Nuttall

> Network Rail
> BAE Systems
Regional Packs
People Like Me in:

> North Yorkshire &
East Riding

> Thurrock

People Like Me
Goes Digital

People Like Me Training
Make the most of People Like Me by training your
team to deliver the resource. Learn about:
>
>
>
>
>
>

The research behind People Like Me
Unconscious bias and young people
The People Like Me resource
How to deliver People Like Me in schools
How to deliver a successful People Like Me session
Extension sessions including:
• Using different packs • Involving role models
• Mother and daughter sessions • Homework ideas

Post training support:

> Access to additional resources to support sessions in 		
schools
> Continued support and networking opportunities
> Your People Like Me deliverer licence and access to
the People Like Me licenced logo for your marketing 		
materials will last for two years following training.

We have a vision to
transform girls’ perception
of careers using Science,
Technology, Engineering
and Maths so that they can
access their best future
in the UK. To do this, we
are asking for companies
to help People Like Me
‘go digital’ and scale this
fantastic resource.

“ Excellent training. Enjoyable and enables engagement with girls
and mothers/fathers in daughters’ career choices.”
Thomas Lavery Access Officer, Ulster University

Get involved get in touch!
Contact us for further information
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